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PARAMI – Corporate Social Responsibility 
 

Parami’s vision is to become Myanmar’s ethical energy company. Our framework for effective CSR goes beyond 

profit maximization. We address the core dimensions of CSR through strong policy measures in our operations and 

through systematic social initiatives. 

 

“For Parami, Corporate Social Responsibility is 

a framework for ethical governance, and also an approach to engage with communities.” 

 

We understand CSR as our ethical responsibility to abide by structured and transparent measures of conduct in our 

management and operations. This means we go beyond the basic boundaries of compliance as outlined by local 

laws. Our standards of operation are aligned with international criteria, and we are committed to a zero-corruption 

policy as well as a strong human rights policy. 

 

CSR is also a powerful mean to create positive social investments with our profits. Parami’s range of social initiatives 

include donating Company profits to a range of philanthropies, namely through CR@Soul (rural education and 

reforestation initiatives), the Pyin Nyaw Daya Foundation (assisting clients establish micro-finance schemes and self-

sustaining social business models, including supporting education, disability and disaster relief), and the Parami 

Roundtable Group (initiating workshops to assist small and medium sized businesses with Myanmar’s entry into the 

ASEAN Economic Community). 

 

Our most recent community contribution was the provision of 15kWp of electricity using solar energy to a hospital 

in Kanni village of Irrawaddy region, Myanmar. The project commissioned in December 2018 and benefits 5,200 

people who are related to the hospital. Visit (http://www.parami.com/ပါရမီစြမ္း အင္ကုမၸဏမီ ်ာ/) for more details. 

 

In 2015, the Kayin state recognized Parami’s CSR activities in the region (capacity building and tree planting to fight 

deforestation) and awarded a Certificate of Honor to the Company. 


